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VIQI BASIC 
VOICE CONTROL
CHANGE RADIO SETTINGS USING 
SPECIFIC VOICE COMMANDS ON 
YOUR APX N50 OR APX N30 

DETAILS 
While it’s easy to change settings on your APX N50 or APX N30 using 
the traditional hard controls, there are situations where you are unable 
to scroll through radio settings or need to keep your eyes up and stay 
focused on your environment.

Using ViQi Basic Voice Control, you can operate the radio with your voice. From switching between 
popular channel and zone presets, to adjusting the volume, to changing your audio profile, all you 
need to do is press and hold the preprogrammed ViQi button, and speak into the mic. 

There are 10 available actions, each accessible using specific voice commands that perform well 
in high-noise environments. The ViQi function can be assigned to any other programmable button 
when the three dot purple button is not preferred. 

BENEFITS
Radio users do not have to look down or 
concentrate on the position of the hard 
controls. All changes can be done eyes-up 
and without distraction.

COMPATIBLE PRODUCTS 
APX N50 & APX N30

DEPENDENCIES 
Radio Firmware: R01.00.00 or later.

INFRASTRUCTURE IMPACT 
None. 

SECURITY 
ViQi button must be pressed when commands 
are issued. There is no “wake word” requiring 
an open mic. 

DELIVERY 
Optional feature. 

ORDERING INFORMATION  
• H-Option: 

QA08715 ViQi Basic Voice Control.

• Included in Core Trunking Bundle: 
BD00032AA.
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COMMANDS AVAILABLE
Easily operate the radio or change radio settings by pressing the 
configured ViQi button and using the specific voice commands below:

CHANNEL QUERY
"channel"  

BATTERY QUERY
"battery level"

ZONE QUERY
"zone"

CHANGE CHANNEL
"go to home" 

VOLUME CHANGE
"volume low” 
"volume medium" 
“volume high”

SCAN ON
“start scanning”

SCAN OFF
“stop scanning”

PROFILE CHANGE
“default profile” 
“loud audio profile” 
“surveillance profile”

PRESET CHANGE
“preset 1”  
“preset 2"  
“preset 3” 
“preset 4” 
“preset 5” 
“preset 6" 
“preset 7"

COMMAND HELP
“Go to help”*

*The purple 3-dot buttons on APX N50 and APX N30 radios are configured as the ViQi button by default.
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